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Abstract— A Social engineering is a network type attack where 

To trick an internet user into disclosing personal information, 

the attacker fabricates a replica of an existing webpage. This 

review's main goal is to conduct a literature evaluation on social 

engineering attacks. This paper addresses hypothetically how 

social engineering assaults and phishing scams effect people's 

daily life. Phishing is the practise of employing both 

technological and social engineering approaches to persuade a 

user to give personal information. Phishing is frequently done 

through instant chat or email spoofing. It mostly targets users 

who are ignorant In social engineering techniques and online 

safety, such as those who neglect to protect the privacy of their 

Facebook, Gmail, Twitter, credit card, and other financial 

account information. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mobile phones & Computers are becoming major part of 

people’s everyday life, since they are connected with friends, 

family, Business, Can use any time anyplace & anywhere. 

Phishing is an example of Social Engineering. Phishing is 

primarily utilised in email hacking, where the hacker sends a 

link to the recipient via email in exchange for, say, some bank 

information other personal information. During the COVID-

19 Pandemic, phishing attacks had a great deal of victims. [1] 

According to statistics on cyber security for 2021, social 

engineering was used in 98% of cyberattacks, and 43% of IT 

workers had fallen victim to similar attacks the year before. 

[2]      

I. RELATED WORK 

The most common type of social engineering, phishing, has 

an increasing number of victims. Phishing entails 

meticulously designing websites and emails to look exactly 

like the authentic ones. The user is deceived into supplying 

personal data via Phishing attacks can also be carried out via 

phone calls, text messages, or even social media, while email 

phishing is still the most common type. A highly specialized 

method of phishing known as spear-phishing or website 

attack targets victims or prominent targets in a company.[3] 

By tricking the user into clicking a link or an attachment, the 

attacker can gain access to the targeted system by opening a 

backdoor.[4] The attacker will now be able to steal 

everything from the user, including financial information, 

personnel information, important passwords, and corporate 

credentials.[5] 

 

    II SOFTWARE USED FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  An open-source operating system is Kali Linux. In this 

Linux are distribution allowing cyber security professionals 

and ethical hackers to perform penetration testing and 

security audits against internal and remote networks. Freely 

available to access the users. In order to run different 

operating systems on a single physical host computer, x86 

and x86-64 PCs can use the virtual machine software called 

VM ware Workstation.  Each virtual machine can run a single 

instance of any operating system (Windows, Linux, etc.) 

simultaneously. 

 

Dave Kennedy, the founder of Trusted Sec, developed and 

wrote the Social-Engineer Toolkit (SET).It is an open-source 

Python programme designed to perform penetration tests on 

Social-Engineering systems. 

A website tool included in SET turns your Kali server into a 

web server equipped with a variety of exploits that can 

compromise the majority of browsers. Sending your target a 

link that takes them to your website and then directly to the 

exploit's download and execution page is the idea. In order to 

make the exploit appear more convincing, you can even use 

the pre-built templates in SET to copy an actual website. A 

number of well-known websites, including Facebook, Twitter, 

Google, and Yahoo, include pre-formatted phishing pages. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study is to determine social networking 

site users' understanding of the hazards involved, identify 

privacy settings that are vulnerable, and assess the risks. 

 

                   SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS 

In 2021, 91.2% of the 81 respondents said they use Facebook 

frequently.13.6% acknowledged using other social media 

sites, while 59% named twitter, 81.6% LinkedIn, and 71% 
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Instagram. This suggested that a significant portion of the 

respondents expressed their opinions on a variety of social 

media sites. In response to the question about how long 

respondents had been using social media, 43% said they had 

been using it for more than six years, 22% said they had been 

using it for between four and six years, and 20% said they 

had been using it for between two and four years. The fact 

that 9% of users were under the age of two is particularly 

significant because it shows that they have only recently 

started using social media as a means of self-expression. 

 

 
Figure:1 

 

                             SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE 

 

Only 20% of respondents said they normally attempt to avoid 

posting, while the majority of respondents (77%) said they 

frequently share their own photographs and videos on social 

media Of the respondents (70%) who said they also post 

photos of friends and family, 57% said they would publish 

the location. Despite the fact that 54% of respondents said 

they post personal contact information on their profiles, 42% 

of the respondents said they do not share personal 

information. 

 

According to the study, 73% of users acknowledged to 

sharing personal information on social media, while only 

23.5% said they often don't.83% of people who responded to 

the question about social media awareness of social security 

said they are aware of social dangers.15% of them said that 

they were ignorant about social media information security. 

While 88% of the respondents said they don't disclose their 

usernames or passwords with friends or family members who 

use their accounts, 9% said they do. This shows that 

consumers are generally aware of the value of security, 

however there are weaknesses due to users exchanging 

information. 

 
 

 

 
Figure:2 

 

                                   Ⅳ. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

  You can open SET in Kali Linux by going to Applications > 

Kali Linux > Exploitation Tools > Social Engineering Toolkit 

| toolkit or by entering Set toolkit as a shell prompt. The aim 

of the attack is getting the “User name” and “password” of 

victims in mobile phones pcs and IP address. Now we launch 

the social engineering tool kits. And it has implemented this 

tool using the command like https://github.com/trustedsec/ptf 

After this command the kali Linux will make a directory for 

this clone document. Now we launch the social engineering 

tool kit dialogue box will appear. They can ‘n’ number of 

attacks using in this tool. Now we can select the Social 

Engineering attack vectors to switch on web attack modes. 

Then set our Localhost IP address which is 

example:(10.0.2.15) And Enter fake URL website to clone 

Finally, we can configure the clone Templates. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 

 Step1:VMware Workstation 16 Player Version 15.0.2 

 Step2:    Configure a Kali Linux in VM workstation 

 Step3:     Open Kali Linux Terminal 

 Step4:     Cloning the GitHub in Trusted Tool 

 Step5:   Social Engineering Toolkit Dialog Box Open 

 Step6:   Select >1st phase social Engineering attack 

 Step7: Select the 2nd Menu of Website Attack Vectors   

 Step8: And select Credential harvester Attack Method   

 Step9:  Then Enter the host IP Address. 

 Step10: When Copy the URL/IP Send email to Victim   

 

PREVENTION IN SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACK 

 

Attacks using social engineering pose serious security threats, 

so enterprises and organisations should include prevention in 

their risk management plans. Businesses should commit to 

fostering a culture of security have an awareness among their 

workforce. Numerous strategies have been suggested to 

identify and stop these attacks. 

Encouragement of security education and training, increased 

social awareness of social engineering attacks, provision of 

necessary tools to detect and prevent these attacks, instruction 

on how to protect confidential information, reporting any 

suspected activity to the security service, organisation of 

security orientations for new hires, and dissemination of 

sensitization emails and known fraudulent email to all 

employees  social engineering attacks. 
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1. Avoid opening Fake Email & Attachments 

2. Avoid Sharing personal Information 

3. Be Careful of the Tempting offers 

4. Use Multi factor Authentication 

5. Install an Anti-malware and keep it updated  

 

V           RESULTS 

 
Figure (4) Configure a Kali Linux in VMware Workstation 

 

 
Figure (5) The user name and password will appear on Kali Linux's login page 

once configuration is finished. 

 
Figure (6) Go to Applications Social Engineering Tools to launch SET. 

Social engineering tool: click "SET." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure(7) If you agree to the conditions of usage, it will ask you.Input "y" 

as seen in the screenshot below. 

 
Figure(8) The most of the menus in the screenshot below are self-explanatory, 

with "Social Engineering Attacks" at the top ranking. 

 
Figure (9) Select the Menu of 2 Website Attack Vectors 

 
Figure (10) This attack technique has the ability to make a 

malicious copy of a web platform in an effort to gather login 

information from a targeted victim. The IP address of the 

computer used for the attack, in this case Kali Linux 

(10.0.2.15), and the URL of the website to be cloned, which, 
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for this demonstration, is a well-known social network 

website, such as Facebook, Twitter, or Gmail Accounts are 

needed to execute this exploit. 

 

 
          Figure (11) By using social engineering techniques, the 

perpetrator tricks the victim into providing the wrong 

credentials. The victim clicks the link, types their username 

and password, and the login information is then forwarded to 

the Kali Linux server. 

  

 
Figure (12) credentials for the victim on the terminal 

 

CONCLUSION 

The Real time case study of Social Engineering Attack 

WE can gathering a lot of information about impact of 

phishing. Also a various Social Engineering Techniques Like 

smishing, spear phishing, Whaling, Baiting, Vishing can be 

used for people that are interested in such purposes. This 

instance demonstrates how social engineering and phishing 

are attacks that prey on human frailties. We practically learn 

about the tools and techniques that are required to perform the 

fake social media web page attack. These attacks are harmful 

to stolen the victim sensitive information like (user name and 

password). So hence it can implement the proper security 

measures in order to avoid the fake web pages for social 

Engineering attacks. 
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